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rain region must have invaded the country from the west during the glacial 
period when a series of great lakes occupied approximately the same area. 

A female Harelda hyemalis in the molt to the eclipse plumage is figured 
in colors. 

In another paper • a pair of Herring Gulls are described in which the 
male had yellow legs but the wing pattern of argentatus; the female grayish 
white tarsi and pink webs but the wing pattern of cachinnans. He regards 
them as hybrids between the two species mentioned and argues that 
cachinnans is therefore only a subspecies of argentatus. 

A third paper a records the recapture of numerous birds banded in 
Sweden.--W. S. 

Burleigh on Birds of the Georgia College Carnpus.--Prof. Burleigh 
has published an annotated list 3 of birds observed on the campus of the 
Georgia State College of Agriculture at Athens, Ga., during his six years 
residence there. The area of the campus is 830 acres and 173 species have 
been observed there of which 73 occur in summer while 100 are migrants. 
Of the summer residents 50 have actually been found breeding in the area 
and any of the remaining 23 may be expected to breed. Twenty-three 
additional species have been found in Athens but not, so far, within the 
limits of the college grounds. 

These campus lists as well as lists for parks or other limited areas are 
of much interest, especially historically, since changing environment as 
years go by will undoubtedly reduce their totals. 

Dr. Joseph Grinnell has published such a list for the University of 
California and already records 4 the disappearance of certain forms. He 
deplores the indefatigable activities of the "tree doctors" who allow no 
dead limbs or bunches of dead foliage to remain and whose constant spray- 
ing drives away the birds which formerly assembled to devour insect pests 
in the groves. "The natural check to the caterpillar crop is not noticed 
by the landscape architect and Faculty Glade becomes quickly silent 
of Warbler voices." The local disappearance of native bird life parallels 
the removal of the elements of naturainess in the campus flora. We 
hope Prof. Burleigh will use Dr. Grinnell's remarks in warning his classes 
in forestry of the danger of being too one-sided.--W. S. 

McAtee's Propagation of Game Birds.--Game bird breeding is 
becoming a more and more important industry in the United States and 
a necessary one if hunting is to be maintained, since the native supply of 

4 Den gulfotade gratrutens Larus cachinnans Pall., systematiska stYlining. 
Av. Einar LSnnberg. Ibid. pp. 218-222. 

• Aterfunna ringmarkta faglar. Av. E. L. Ibd, pp. 227-230. 
• A Preliminary List of the Birds of the Campus of the Georgia State College 

of Agriculture, Athens, Clarke County, Georgia. By Thos. D. Burleigh. The 
Cypress Knee, Fifth Annual Edition, 1927. pp. 29-45. 

4 Phrontistery. By Joseph Grinnell. Univ. of Calif. Chronicle, January, 
1927. pp. 104-106. 


